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Alf and Vince probably 
“wouldn't be friends if 
we weren't working 
together". They often 
don't meet up 'til just 
before going on stage. 
Dave Rimmer finds out 
what makes the Odd 
Couple tick. 

possible answers to questions and 

Alfjs enthusiastic, talkative, giggly 

whole series of things tumble out. 
She goes out to the pub with 
friends. She enjoys playing pool 
on Southend sea front, especially 

Vince: "Goodlooks5!" 
Sat next to each other on a 

couch in a pokey Top Of The Pops 
dressing room, the two who make 
Yazoo are inventing explanations 
for their popularity. . .and falling 
about laughing in the process. 
Your reporter suggests that, apart 
from the fact that they make 
undeniably excellent pop records, 

between them. Alf, who si 

nany people al 
jets "a load o' 

group, and has had to sell her 

Ask Vince what he enjoys most 
about his work and he'll reply: 
"Recording. The satisfaction at the 
end of a track. Starting off with an 
idea and ending up with an 

•; emotion or a meaning." 
Al' -- *-md prefers 



what we sounded like.' But I 

Alf's career in music began 
rather falteringly with a '77 
Basildon punk band called The 
Vandals. "A brilliant band!" she 
exclaims, and then tells me that 
initially it was just herself and two 
friends singing as they walked into 
town of an evening. They would 
boast, however, that they had a 
band, and one day met a group of 
blokes who were in a punk group. 
Phone numbers were exchanged 
and a couple of days later they got 
a call. To their horror, they'd been 
offered a gig. 

"We were really in trouble," Alf 
giggles. Rather than admit they'd 
been lying, they bandaged one 
girl's arm up to give her an excuse 
not to appear—"she couldn't 
play a note" — roped in a 
schoolfriend who could play 
guitar and somehow got through 

Half-way through this "really 
awful" event, the singer just gave 
up and sat down. Alf, who was 
supposed to be playing guitar, 
took over. "It just went on from 

mans thevf^B 
There followed a brief spell in a 

"Canvey Island-based 
R&B-cum-punk band". This was 
apparently "pretty dire", and 
when it split Alf formed a ul— 

fondly, even though 
guitarist. This < 
remembers for _ 
she was eventually slung out 

|gra||ause the otflHp||pht that a 
real blues band should have a man 
playing mouth-organ instead of a my line of quijj 

singer. ' pros and con! 
And then, while Alf was ffialomDuters aril 

advertising for a similar line- 

"It's difficult. I could say that a 
synth is just another instrument 
and also that it's irrelevant what 
instrument is playing behind me 
— if the chord structure is there I 
can sing on top of anything. 

"But personally, the idea of 
blues on a synthesizer just sounds 
like blasphemy! It's such a 'roots' 
thing, a feel. . . The thing is, with 
computers you can't speed up or 
slow down or improvise which is 

Alf doesn't have a boyfriend at the 
moment. She only likes "earthy 
people" and "you don't meet 
many of them nowadays". When J 
wonder if she'd describe Vince as 
an "earthy person" she replies, 
much to my astonishment: "I 
don't really know him." 

It seems that they hardly ever 
see each other. Working in the 
studio accounts for only a couple 
of weeks in the year. While 
touring, like they have been 
recently, Vince spends most of his 
time with his girlfriend. 

"We don't really see each other 
until five minutes before the gig 
and then on stage," she says. 
been hanging around with the T 
support band, Boys Own — 
they're really e^pppple. 

"Vincent and l are just basically #;: 

alike in a way^We're both veryset I 

beliefs. We get on fine, but that I 
doesn't warrant an out-of-work 
relationship. He wouldn't choose 
me as a friend if we weren't 
working together, and I wouldn't 
choose him as a friend. We've just 
got different likes and dislikes.” 

computers and matters relating to 
die science of sound dp seem to i 
be the subjects he's happiest with 1 
even though ^protests he's "not 
really very technically minded".™ 

rapidly becoming a |jj|| 





SOFT CELL 
Where The Heart Is 

Imagination 
CHANGES 

TRUSTING YOU IT ALL ADDS UP TO NOTHING 
DEALING WITH THE LIES IT’S ALL A PART OF YOU 

PROMISES THAT SHOULD HAVE COME TO SOMETHING 
BUT I DON’T NEED YOUR EMPTY-HEADED ATTITUDE 

• CHANGES, CHANGES 

IT TO TELL ME 
HERE AND NOW THERE’S GONNA BE YOU’RE GONNA SEE 

SOME CHANGES, CHANGES, CHANGES 

YOU JUST DON’T HAVE THE RIGHT 
YOU WON’T HURT ME TONIGHT 

SOMEDAY SOMEHOW THERE’S GONNA BE SOME CHANGES 
YOU CAN SCREAM AND SHOUT BUT YOU DON'T HAVE 

THE RIGHT TO TELL ME 
HERE AND NOW THERE’S GONNA BE YOU’RE GONNA SEE 

SOME CHANGES, CHANGES, CHANGES 

SOMEHOW T1 ’S GONNA BE S( E CHANGES 

THE RIGHT TO TELL ME 
>W THERE’S GONNA BE YOU’RE GONNA SE 
[E CHANGES, CHANGES, CHANGES 

YW ME TONIGHT 

I CHANGES, CHANGES 
YOU JUST DON’T HAVE THE RIGHT 

CHANGES 

WORDS AND MUSIC BY STEVE JOLLEYITONY V.l AIN/LeM 
JOHN ASHLEY INGRAM 

REPRODUCED BY PERMISSION RED BUS MUSIC LTD. 
ON R&B RECORDS 



More records. More tapes. More discounts.: 
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So much mare 
for Christmas 



is more like it. Lively, uplifting 

cleverly arranged with all the 
right synthesized noises — eithe 
Japan with a jokey face or Dollar 
with style. d< 

(Pelydor) The last few weeks 
have been a great time for those 
nonsensical lines that people fill 
their lyrics with. After years of 

refreshing to hear 
bedang-bedang-biddley- 
biddley-bong ("Pass The 

Up". 

SINGLES 

THE FARMER'S BOYS: 
More Than A Dream (Backs) 
You have to warm to a record that 
has "3 Swan Lane. Norwich" 
written on the back, e’ enifthe 

some multi-national company. 
It's a good song, reminiscent of 
early Orange Juice. 

KOOL & THE GANG: 
Hi-De-Hi, Hi-De-Ho (De-Lite) 
A silly title — nothing to do with 

is stodgy re-make of an old 
rock and roll classic won't help 
matters. Surprisingly it was 
produced by Peter Collins who 
has recently worked the dials for 
both Musical Youth and The 
Tygers Of Pan Tang. _nything like this before 

and, quite probably, never will 

three in the All-Time S 
■■■bmhbhhh 
SOFT CELL: Where The 
Heart Is (Some Bizza 

—Ly where the hurt is". And the 
music? Pleasant tune, 
predictable treatment. 

Gaye's "Let's Get It On" and Jane 
Birkin's le T'Aime (Moi Non 
Plus)". American ultradisco 
producer Patrick Cowley has 
remixed the song, throwing in a 
' >w faulty vacuum cleaners, fa 

FRANK SINATRA: To Love 
A Child (Reprise) Old crooners 
never die: they just team up with 

DEXYS MIDNIGHT 
RUNNERS: Let's Get This 
Straight Trom The Start/Old 
(Mercury) Side one is mediocre 
— the usual Dexys thump 
without much tune or spark; side 

old-fashioned rock ballad, nicely 
played, but not a single. Has the 
Dexys revival bubble burst? singles are a problem. He's 

always releasing them and 
they're nearly all good but they 
don't sell very well. On this track 
— specially written for a British 
youth movie of the same name, 
due out in February — he reverts 
“ -v^upbeat style of his 

notbrilllani 

"The Day Before 
_—d this one. "The 
Day" only just scratched the Top 
40 and if you're Abba that's a 
flop. This is crisper and catchier 

say. "One Of Us". Have they lost 
their touch? 

One) (Jungle) Grindingly dull 
synthesizer fare from an 
extremely severe-looking 
German all-girl quintet. 

tinkly apres-OMD songs of 
mildly engaging quality from a 

:le-known London four-piece, 
tn't see the words "Fox In 

FUN BOY THREE: The More 
I See (The Less I Believe) 
(Chrysalis) Light, rhythmic FB3 
backing track setting off serious, 
political lyrics. The subject is 

gets concerned enough about it. 
That's true, but an obvious, 
clich6-ridden song like this won't 
help much. Sting made the same 
point much better in "Invisible 
Sun", but maybe that didn't help 

IMAGINATION: Changes 
(R&B) I don't know what to 
make of Imagination. Are they, 
as Phil Oakey would have it. "the 
bept soul band in the world", or 
are they the multi-racial society's 
follow-up to Gary Glitter? Either 
way they've discovered the art of 
making disco music work 
equally well on the radio. This 
has the usual Swain-Jolley tricks, 
a passable melody and sure-fire 
hit potential. 





crossword 
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1 across I down I f 'l i'T BBBBBBBBBB 
1 Shaky's statement regarding 1 Eddy Grant declines to bop Bi 

7 Their re^fbiggie was spelt 2 Sweetduo 

B B ■ B 
rnn b b bub 

D.I.S.C.O. 3 maker 
9 Joy Division Cuitis 4"-.Do It With You" (Barry 

11 What it's doing — according to Manilow){l,5) . ■ 1 

13=2^, | ||B ■■ 
14 That fruity threesome 6 Label for Duran Duran (1,1,1) ISHnS S 
16 Recently they remembered 8 She fought an "Iko Iko" battle |5BEBEi 

"The Day Before You Came'' with The Belle Stars 
17 American city famed for its 10 Data man turns into superstar 

country music (anag. 4.3) 
18 Music sign to show the length 12 Graeme of The Goodies SiBB ■ 

and pitch of a sound 15 They're in the mood for dancing 
21 Foster's mate 19 'Love — - Gold' (Dire Straits !■■■■ 
23 But are they At Work? album) 
24 -For Your Eyes Only" theme 20 Wipe a tape dm __ __ 5_B« 

b mm m 
26 Clare's sort of Images Wonder hit 
30 With Dave Stewart, he asked 25 Les Hut turns into that B 

Brokenhearted?" (5,9)' 27 Starr drummer with The^eatles BBI 
32 Ferry's Music 28 Synth man whose name gets on f§m 
33 Colour of Phil Lynott's pearl most pre-recorded tapes 

29 Royal Evelyn |®| EM 
31 He's worked with 32 across. l££ 

Answers on page 46. plus Bowie and Talking Heads M. 

IBB 
BBB BBBBBB 

Robert Palmer 
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An insane offer 
fromWH. Smith. 

Get the new Madness video 
“Take It Or Leave It” for £19.50 and take 
advantage of our exclusive offer. 

At W. H. Smith we’re giving away a 
free copy of their 12" single “Our House” 
with every “Take It Or Leave It” video 

cassette purchased. 
Sheer Lunacy? No, “Complete 

Madness? their first video is also available 
at £19.50. Now you’ll really get into the 
spirit of things at W. H. Smith. 

fcu^d 

As Abba enter their second decade Johnny 
Black notes a rift in the ranks. 
When Benny Andersson told 
a journalist some years ago, 
"We are very ordinary 
people", he put his finger on 
Abba's greatest strength, and 
also their greatest weakness. 

In the Penthouse suite of 
the opulent — some might 
say vulgar— Dorchester 
Hotel in London's Park Lane, 
Benny and Bjorn survey their 
surroundings with evident 
distaste, condemning the 
fussy, gold-painted 
ornamentations and laughing 
at the tasteless 3-D tableaux 
set into the walls. 

Even after ten years of 
international stardom, Abba 
remain steadfastly ordinary, 
sensible, quiet living (if 
incredibly wealthy) people, 
characteristics you either find 
lovable or tedious. 
Expensive, extravagant 
hotels are not to their taste. 
They refuse to buy castles or 

live in tax exile. Throwing TV 
sets out of windows would 
be as alien to their nature as a 
daily shave would be to Kevin 
Rowland. 

Apart from the slender 
blonde Agnetha, none of the 
group is particularly 
glamorous, or even 
charismatic, and their lives 
outside the group are kept as 
private as possible. Even the 
divorces of Agnetha/Bjorn 
and Frida/Benny did nothing 
to reduce their commitment 
to making the finest easy 
listening pop music of the 
'70s. 

Talking to them in the 
Penthouse Suite, it began to 
seem as if the ordinary 
people have finally had 
enough, and their relentlessly 
efficient music machine is 
winding down as they plan 
new careers, new lives and 
new directions away from 





ii^scg^ituMajmAT]m:Tioivs |dave edmunds 
Imodern ROMANCE IAT/^ImIDGEURE 

Imagined you could couple your favourite artists with your favourite songs. 
Fair makes your toes curl with anticipation doesn't it! 

's what you get on the PARTY PARTI 
• soundtrack from the forthcoming fit 

Don't have a Party - Have a PARTY PARTY 

m I ALTERED IMAGES IBANANARAMAI BAD MANNERS 







small as the new Panasonic ‘Way.’ 
And the smaller they are the 

easier they are to wear 
On your belt. In your pocket. On 

the street. For those who are particular 
about how their sounds look, the 'Way'comes 

in a choice of three designs. But don’t think the 
Way’is just a pretty face. \—] 
Nothing else this light ' 

ever sound so heavy. A - . 

way 









SNAKE OR BREAK 
They've had the break — all 18 months of it — and now Whitesnake are back for more. 

Mark Steels rolls out the red carpet. 





“Visually provocative, musically scintillating” “A show in the biggest sense of the word” 
- MEI.ODY MAKER. - RECORD MIRROR. 

“A living, breathing, fully credible musical “Who can honestly say that ‘Imagination’ 
force, love it” - sounds, won’t be with us in ten years hence, 
“A piece of theatre, real entertainment” I love them” -nme. 

THE NEW SINGLE “CHANGES:’ 
RBS 213 & 12" RBL 213 

RECORDS RECORDS 

(BOTH 7" & 12 AVAILABLE IN SPECIAL PICTURE BAG) 
FROM THE ALBUM “IN THE HEAT OF THE NIGHT” RBLP 1002 

THE FIRST ALBUM “BODY TALK” RBLP 1001 

%$• , 



HOW TO GET 
YOUR SMASH HITS 

1983 CALENDAR 

ts 1983 Calendar, a guaranteed tonic for 
»ive 34" by 24", it's in full glorious 

es 12 portraits ready to be placed upon your 
~ -omplete with a day-to-day planner for the 

>se vital engagements. From January through to 
to-face with David Sylvian, Madness. Dexys 
>rs, Bananarama, Boy George and ABC. Flip 
d. taking you through to Decern ’ “—* - 

Coconuts and Soft Cell. All a riot 
If you fancy owning one such item, here's how to get one. First, you 

get a choice as to whether you want it to arrive folded (which will 
come in an envelope for 45p) or flat (in a tube for £1). This includes 
postage so save your stamps. 

When you've decided which you prefer, fill in the coupon below (as 
clearly as possible) and obtain a cheque or PO (made payable to 
"Smash Hits") for the right amount of money (45p folded; £1 flat). Then 
snip it out, along with the token, and send it — plus the two tokens 
from the last two issues — to Smash Hits Calendar Offer. 14 
Holkham Road, Orton Southgate. Peterborough PE2 OUF. 

Right, the Calendars are all yours . . . 

IOFFERH. 
■ II.. 
I 1 II 
i X ii 
'token!! 



star 
teaser 
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CHRISTMAS PRESENCE 

THE WAITRESSES 

CHRISTMAS WRAPPING 
, 7'and 12'versions both in special bags _ • » 

LIMITED EDITION TON SEASONAL VINYL , ' 
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And GoT^TrightTnd God say right 



The top 50 are down at 
WH. Smith this Christmas. 

You’ll find the top fifty albums 
and cassettes at great prices down at 
W. H. Smith. And while you’re there, 
why not take a look at all our 
pop videos? 
John Lennon: Collection £4.99 £4.99 
Abba: The Singles,The First Ten Years 
(Double) . £5.99 £5.99 

£4.99 £5.29 
Duran Duran: Rio 
Dexy’s Midnight Runners: Too Rye Ay 

£3.99 £4.49 
£3.99 £4.49 
£3.99 £4.49 

Donna Summer: Donna Summer 
Rod Stewart: Absolutely Live (Double) 
Shakin Stevens: 
Give Me Your Heart Tonight 

£3.99 £4.49 
£5.29 £5.99 

£4.79 £5.29 
Adam Ant: Friend or Foe 
Squeeze: Singles,45’s and Under 
Foreigner: Records. 
Culture Club: Kissing to be Clever 
Ultravox: Quartet 

£4.49 £4.79 
£4.49 £4.79 
£4.49 £4.79 
£4.49 £4.79 
£4.49 £4.99 

Grace Jones: Living My Life 
Status Quo: From the Makers of... 
(Standard Triple Album) 
Siouxsie and The Banshees: A Kiss 
In Dreamhnnse 

£4.49 £4.99 

£8.99 £8.99 

£4.49 £5.29 
Ozzy Ozbome: Talk of the Devil (Double) £5.99 £6.49 
Tom Petty: Long After Dark £4.49 £4.79 
Musical Youth: The Youth of Today.£3.99 £4.49 

MUSIC VIDEOS 
Beatles: Compleat Beatles (With free LP/Tape) £34.95 
Elkie Brooks: Pearls £24.95 
Sheena Easton: Live At the Palace £24.95 
The Stranglers: Video Collection £24.95 
Kid Creole and The Coconuts: In Concert At 
the New York Ritz  £24.95 
Jam: Trans Global Unity Express 
Genesis: Three Sides Live. 

£19.95 
£24.95 

Grace Jones: A One Man Show 
Fame. 
Coming soon: Prince’s Trust Rock Gala 
featuring Madness,Phil Collins etc. 

Whitesnake: Saints ’n’ Sinners 

@£4.49 (HI £4.49 

■ Kid Creole and The Coconuts: 
' Tropical Gangsters 

@£3.99 El £4.49 

Kids From Fame: Again 

@£4.49 EH £4.49 

Madness: Rise and Fall 

@£4.49 HH£4.49 
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TRAIGHT 
“DEXYS IS MY WORK, MY UFE”, CLAIMS KEVIN ROWLAND. 

MUCH MORE THAN THAT HE’S NOT SAYING. " 

DAVE RIMMER WAITS WITH BATED BREATH. PICTURES: MARK RUSHER. 
As the Belfast to London 
shuttle taxis out on to the 
runway, your reporter begins 
to sink into a deep despair. 

Only five minutes of the 
interview have elapsed and 
already Kevin Rowland has 
managed to lecture me on 
my approach to the job, 
refused to answer several 
questions he regards as 
"silly", wondered in heavily 
sarcastic tones whether I've 
ever actually listened to a 
Dexys record, angrily 
dismissed me as "just an 
observer" compared to "a 
do-er" like himself, and 
declared that though I'll say 
nice things to him now. I'll no 
doubt scurry off and "stitch 
him up" like "lo 
writers" have done in 

Well, if this encounter is 
typical of his attitude to 
journalists, it's hardly 
surprising that he's come in 
for some stick. In 1980, so fed 
up was Rowland with what 
was written about him in the 
music papers that he 
declared there would be no 
more interviews. Instead, the 
band would take out 
full-page ads in the press and 
print essays announcing their 
intentions. Only with the 
release of "Come On Eileen" 
this summer did Rowland — 
determined to sell records 
once more after a long lean 
patch — begin talking again. 

Even so, there are still a lot 
of things he won't talk about. 

A lot of Rowland's tetchiness 
this morning is probably 
attributable to extreme 
tiredness at the end of an 
exhaustive European tour. 
The previous night, Belfast's 
Ulster Hall had played host to 
their final gig. So excited was 
the audience that they 
danced their way through the 
floor in the first half hour. For 
the rest of the show, men 
with overalls, torches and 
tools were to be seen 
pushing their way through 

the cheering crowd to assess 

The show was billed as 
"The Bridge — The Live 
Performance". After the first 
few numbers, Rowland spoke 
to the audience for the first 

crossing that bridge. Yes, I'm 
going to cross that bridge..." 

When I asked Rowland if 
he'll explain this he replies 

_ . d.then 
pointed to his head. "This is 
The Bridge." Later on, more 
stuff about this mysterious 
object turned up in the live 
version of "Until I Believe In 
My Soul": "It's there, I can 
seeit.l'm*"1-1-“ 

think most people do 
understand it. And eve 
they don't then they probably 
enjoy it at some other level." 

This is something that 
becomes apparent 
throughout the show. 
Rowland often likes to slow a 

song down and indulge in an 
intensely emotional vocal 
improvisation. A lot of the 
audience talked through 
these quiet bits. When he did 
it half way through their final 
number — a rousing version 
of "Come On Eileen" — the 
audience lost patience 
completely and took over the 
song, "Too-Rye-Ay"-ing 
loudly until the band came 
back in again. This has 

conflict between the 
emotions on stage and the 
reaction of the audience, it's 
a tight, fierce, exhilarating 
show and everyone leaves 
satisfied. Except, of course, 
for the men who have to 
repair the floor. 

"If you can't see it I can't 
explain it," is also Rowland's 
answer to a question about 
how the current ragged and 
rustic look relates to the 
group's lifestyle, a 
connection Rowland has 
always been keen to stress, 
albeit vaguely. 'There's a 
certain looseness and 
freeness about this whole 
thing. K just feels... right, 
you know." 

When I wonder whether he 
sometimes finds it difficult to 
take his clothes seriously — a 
fair question, one might have 
thought, to someone who 
even on the plane home is 
still clad in deliberately 
patched dungarees that 
might have been filched from 
Worzel Gummidge's 
wardrobe — Rowland 

"I take deadly seriously 
what I do. It's very important 
to me to be an individual. I 
don't care if people laugh. 
That's what Dexys Midnight 

"People will always laugh 
at Dexys. That’s fine. But I 
know that what I'm doing is 



totally honest. I believe ji 
myself. I will pin my soul 
on the wall and let peopl 
read it. They can laugh, t 
can cry. It's up to them, |, 
really don't mind. But I'n 
doing it." 

And that is as clear a I 
statement of the aims aa 
intentions of Dexys Midi 
Runners as you're likely I 
get. Aside, that is, from I 
statements like: 

"I'm going to carry onl 
making brilliant recordsl 
You've seen nothing yell 
second LP was better thi 
the first and the next one 
going to be brilliant." | 

Of all the musicians j 
working in the world tod 
the only person Rowland 
find a kind word for is So 
Torch — "a good singerl 
of White and Torch. He'd 
keen about Roy White, ij 
And as for the current pa 

"They don't really care 

refused it for a place in D 
The reason? 

"These days," she sayj 
"many orchestras haven 
got the finance to reheaj 
lot, so you literally have! 
on stage and sight-read | 
music as you play it. HoJ 
you possibly play with a| 
feeling or commitment ll 
that? That's why I feel so 

wland shrugs, sighs, 
! back in his seat and 
Is his eyes. He is very 
. What, I wonder, is he 
j to do when he gets 
to Birmingham? 
othing. Just nothing for 
| days. Not make any 
I. Just do... nothing." 
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128 pages packed with fact, fiction, features, colour photos and an 
over-generous quantity of fun. And all for only £2.25. Can Christmas be 
complete without it? It's in your newsagents now (but not for long)... 







Abba 10 Years-The Singles 

Beatles Greatest Hits 

ElkieBrooks Pearlsn 

Dire Straits Love Over Gold 

Barry Manilow 
I WannaDo It With You 

Madness RiseAndFall 

£5.49 
£4.49 
£4.49 
£4.49 
£4.25 

£4.25 
£3.99 

LOOK AT BOOTS PRICES 
ON TOP TITLES. 

RodStewart RodStewartLive £4.99 
Olivia Newton John 

Greatest Hits £4.75 
JohnLennon The Collection £4.49 
Shakiri Stevens 

GiveMeYourHeartTonight £4.49 
Dionne Warwick Heartbreaker £4.25 
Ultravox Quartet £4.25 
Siouxsie&TheBanshees 

A Kiss In The Dream House £4.25 
Supertramp Famous Last Words £425 
Squeeze Singles 45s And Under £4.25 
MusicalYouth 

The Youth of Today £3.99 
Eddy Grant 

Killer on The Rampage £3.99 
Kids From Fame Kids From Fame £3.99 
Culture Club 

Kissing To Be Clever £3.99 
Prices apply to album or cassette. 
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MADNESS 
no ordinary prize at that 'cos usually w« 

AUTOGRAPHED 
MICHAEL JACKSON 

ALBUMS 
and'jHI that^but'we're^not'gJving^em'away^jTno'you'jrhave to* 

straight out and purchase a copy of this extremely festive issue on 

DECEMBER23 

MESSENGERS 

I TURN IN (TO YOU) 

] )EliUT SINGLE Curmitlv cm tour with 
I’roclticciUiy Mil XiE URE ChrjicOis j ULTRAVOX 

£1.95 each from your local bookshop or send 

BOOKS, Sale Place London W21PT 

MADNESS 
EF CASE-HISTORY 



i baseball jersey £530 IM36 Cutting Edge Sweat £8. 
Me and the band are running the IRON MAIDEN fan club ourselves 
now so you can get your official IRON MAIDEN gear , / 
from us. And, if you're not already a member, £ l> I> I 
why not join the fan club at the same time? N ' 

TO: IRON MAIDEN FAN CLUB, PO BOX 391, London W42LZ 

I—I Maiden Fan Club-1 enclose MU 

PLEASE PRINT DETAILS CLEARLY 

COLOUR POSTERS and BOOKS 
INCH UNHUS pholo9 f«f*§ 

FULL COLOUR POSTERS 23" x 33" only £1.95 each + 50p pt 
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r- 1 electronic £orrings Cassette carrier you caol 
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KILLER VIDEO 

T-SHIRT 
TO SMASH HITS READERS ouxsS; 

2 Brand New 
Picture Books: 
Siouxsie for only 
S&& £2.50 and 
Madness for only 
£1.95 
or both for £4.00! 





POSTERS POSTERS POSTERS T SHIRTS £1.99. Two for £3 + P&P. 
I SWEATSHIRTS £3.99. Two for £7 + P&P. 
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eye by going straight to Nu 
One with "Happy Talk". Ol 
ladies and Mums rushed out to 
buy it. Was this the new Nick 
Heyward? 

Going eagerly along to see tl 
Damned concert a couple of 

When at last The Damned came 

usual friendly abuse from 
Sensible. Not long afterwards, he 
dropped his trousers, much to the 
delight of his fans — good ol' 
Sensible, always such a laugh — 
but what of the families? They 
walked out in disgust and kicked 
up a big fuss to the local papers. 

Well, what did they expect? 
Did the posters say: "Sensible 
Sings South Pacific (With 
Backing Group The Damned)"? 
No, they didn't. Fans of The 
Damned go to hear The Damned 

solo album. These people could 

Damned should get bad press 
because of them. Surely even the 
band's name suggests that they 

Abba or The Nolans? 
Captain Sensible's red beret 
Liverpool. 

Frankly the very word 
“Nolans" (or even anythi 
beginning with “N") stril 

faint-hearted folk like 
myself but that's neither 
here nor there. 

few months ago, Alf said that 
they chose the name because it 
doesn't mean anything, like their 

and a geographical 

A "yazoo" is a tributary river ^ 

has "flood banks". It got its name 
from the Yazoo River which is a 

butary of the Mississippi in 

Take your word for it. On 
behalf of a little-known 
section of this magazine — 
entitled the Revelation of 

Dear Paul Tucker (Letters— 

My God, aren't you such a 
herol You really think you're 
great, don't you. just because you 
can use long words. So Tears For 
Fears deserve great fame and 
recognition (due to about eight 
members of the public of course). 
Well, how are they supposed to 
achieve this without your 
so-called "teenyboppers"? Of 
course, you heard about TFF 
ages ago, didn't you? And that of 

TOTP therefore not making them 
real "afficianados"? 
An Oxford Dictionary, 

After reading Paul Turner's 
letter, I was convinced everyone 
would like to be as 

keatip 
air hero, Paul Turner. He 

:s "a journal 

Never have fun. We know the 

make serious points and cause 

of togs in a rather 
outlandish shop round the 
back of Carnaby Street. 
Here he demonstrates the 
subtle art of juggling 
broken 'medley' records. 
Such talent even then. 

e" tattooed on her w 

No point. He'd probably 
enjoy it. 

Q: Why does David Sylvian wear 

A: Because he's blind as a Batt 
without them. 
Anon, Poole. 

There's plenty m. 

Knock knock! 
Who's there? 
Cornflake 

I'll tell you next week — it's a 

Q: What's the difference between 
Kevin Rowland and a packet of 
Polos? 
A: People like Polos . . . 
J. Taylor's hat, Penwortham, 

Dear Duran Duran. 
I do hate to criticise, but I think 

In fact, all four of you should 
take a leaf out of Roger's book. 
He always looks fresh, clean and 
tidy, even on Saturday mornings. 

A tag packet? A fag packet! 



NUMAN 
His 12 greatest hits on video 

NEWMAN 
NUMAN 

THE BEST OF GARY NUMAN 

OUT NOW ON PALACE VIDEO E Available from all good video stores 
including The Video Palace, 
or send your cheque for £19.95 including p&p to 
Video Palace Distribution, 275 Pentonville Rd., 
London Nl. Tel. 01-278 0751. 

THOMAS 
DOLBY 
London 
Until this series of four shows at 
London's Marquee, live 
appearances from the 
redoubtable Mr Dolby have been 
rare indeed. He was, apparently, 
locked up somewhere busily 
training his computers to play on 

In the event though, Thomas 
found the business of trying to 

difficult, and instead recruited 
former Soft Boy Kevin Armstrong 
and ex-Thompson Twin Matthew 
Seligman to help out in concert. 
He also armed himself with a 
battery of projectors to provide 

In addition he scouted around 
and unearthed a series of bizarre 

provide support. The Hors 
D’Oeuvres, for example, who 
dance around doing bad 
conjuring tricks and juggling 
with pork chops. 

Sad to relate, but Dolby was 
disappointing. This had nothing 
to do with the strength of his 

"Europa And The Pirate Twins 
The problems were mostly 

under-rehearsed, the 
sound-mixing was poor and 
there was no space on stage to 
use the visuals properly. 

o 



night sOUT 

Talk Talk appear through the 
thick smoke and lights to 
thunderous applause. Surprising 
for a band who have only had 
one hit single and a moderately 
successful album. 

These effects work well in the 
early stages of the set. They 
match the Japan-styled mood 
which is created by saw-edged 
synthesizers, climbing bass and 
drum rhythms plus Mark Hollis's 
powerful voice which sends mild 




